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The Central Question of 
Nuclear Astrophysics:

How did the stuff our solar system and 
humans are made of come to be?



The Central Question of 
Nuclear Astrophysics:

How did the stuff our solar system and 
humans are made of come to be?

•How do the stars shine? 
•How do stars explode?  
•What are neutron stars? 
•… 

Also:



Solar System Abundances
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The abundances of isotopes in our solar system



Schematic diagram showing 
development of the universe in 
space and time

Moment of Big Bang

Present-dayNot actual shape of universe!
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Era of Nucleosynthesis

Began ~0.001 second after 
Big Bang when universe 
became too cool to 
produce protons and 
neutrons

Cooling allowed protons 
and neutrons to fuse into 
long-lasting He



Era of Nucleosynthesis

Most of the helium now in 
the universe was made 
during this era.

Evidence: We can measure the 
amount of helium made during this 
era.



Big	Bang	made	75%	H,	25%	He.



Radius:			
6.9	x	108	m			
(109	times	Earth)	

Mass:			
2	x	1030	kg			
(300,000	Earths)	

Luminosity:			
3.8	x	1026	watts	
(3.8	x	1026	J/s)

First, lets think about how stars shine

The Sun



power	=	
energy
time

luminosity	= power	output	in	form	
of	radiative	energy

Lifetime	=	 Total	Energy	Stored
luminosity



Sun’s	Energy	Content

Chem.	energy			=		4	x	1038	J					(~		30,000	yr)	

Grav.	energy		=		4	x	1041	J					(~	30	million	yr)	

Nuclear	energy	=	1	x	1045	J	(~	100	billion	yr)*	

Mass-energy	=		2	x	1047	J					(~	10	trillion	yr)

*Only about 10% will be used

The sun can live in an unchanging state for about 10 
billion years burning hydrogen to helium in its core. 

Currently, the sun is about 5 billion years old.

This burning is not so interesting for nucleosynthesis 
since it is only producing already abundant helium.



Fission 

Big nucleus splits into 
smaller pieces. 

(Nuclear power plants)

Fusion 

Small nuclei stick together 
to make a bigger one. 

(Sun, stars)
In both cases, the mass of the initial system is more than the total mass of the final 

system, so energy is released. 



High temperatures 
enable nuclear 
fusion to happen in 
the core of a star.



The	Proton–proton	chain	is	how	hydrogen	fuses	into	helium	
in	the	Sun.	Figured	out	by	Bethe	1937,	Nobel	prize	in	1967.	

The	Sun	releases	energy	by	fusing	four	hydrogen	
nuclei	into	one	helium	nucleus.

Total mass is 0.7% lower -> Energy Released



What	happens	when	the	hydrogen	runs	out?

• No	more	energy	is	
released	from	nuclear	
burning	in	the	core,	so	
core	loses	pressure	
support	and	begins	to	
contract		

• The	core	heats	up	due	to	
contraction	and	
eventually	ignites	a	new	
fuel	(and	hydrogen	
burning	may	begin	in	a	
shell	outside	of	the	core)



• Helium	fusion	does	not	begin	right	away	because	it	
requires	higher	temperatures	than	hydrogen	fusion—
larger	charge	leads	to	greater	repulsion.	

• The	fusion	of	two	helium	nuclei	doesn't	work,	so	
helium	fusion	must	combine	three	He	nuclei	to	make	
carbon.

What Happens When the Hydrogen Runs Out?



Life	Stages	of	a	Low-Mass	Star	

1. Main	Sequence:	H	fuses	to	He	in	
core.	

2. Red	Giant:	H	fuses	to	He	in	shell	
around	He	core.	

3. Helium	Core	Fusion:		He	fuses	to	C	
in	core	while	H	fuses	to	He	in	shell	

4. Double	Shell	Fusion:	H	and	He	both	
fuse	in	shell.	

5. Planetary	Nebula:	leaves	white	
dwarf	behind

Not	to	scale!
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Helium	fusion	can	make	carbon	in	low-mass	stars	like	the	sun,	but	that	is	about	it.



What	happens	in	more	massive	stars?



Helium	Capture

• High	core	temperatures	in	more	massive	stars	
allows	helium	to	fuse	with	carbon.



Helium	capture	builds	C	into	O





• Advanced	nuclear	burning	proceeds	in	a	series	of	nested	shells.



Advanced	reactions	in	stars	make	elements	such	as	Si,	S,	Ca,	and	Fe.



Evidence	for	Stellar	NucleosynthesisSolar System Abundances
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Data credit: Katharina Lodders, ApJ 591, 1220 (2003)
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The	abundances	of	nuclei	in	our	solar	system

Iron Peak

Alpha 
elements



Iron	is	a	dead	end	for	fusion	
because	nuclear	reactions	
involving	iron	do	not	release	
energy.	

(Fe	has	lowest	mass	per	
nuclear	particle.)



What	happens	once	you	reach	iron?
• Iron	builds	up	in	the	core	of	massive	
stars	until	electron	pressure	can	no	
longer	resist	gravity.	

• The	core	then	suddenly	collapses,	the	
released	gravitational	bindings	energy	
powers	a	supernova	explosion	of	the	
outer	layers	of	the	star	and	leaves	
behind	a	neutron	star	or	a	black	hole.	

• This	explosion	ejects	nucleosynthesis	
products	back	into	the	interstellar	gas	

• Some	of	the	largest	explosions	in	the	
universe,	energy	release	equivalent	to	
100	million	billion	billion	billion	(1035)		
tons	of	TNT









The Crab Supernovae Remnant (SN occurred in 1054 AD)





Evidence	for	Stellar	Nucleosynthesis

The	abundances	of	nuclei	in	our	solar	system

Solar System Abundances
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??????



+

Neutron Capture

Same element, new isotope, 
usually unstable

(N, Z) (N+1, Z)

Beta Decay

New Element!

(N+1, Z) (N, Z+1)



Two ways to capture neutrons
Slowly (s-process):

Rapidly (r-process):

Capture many neutrons before 
beta-decay and move far from 

stability. We know this must happen 
somewhere, but the exact site is 

uncertain. Need lots of free 
neutrons.

Capture a neutron and then beta-decay 
back to stability, then repeat. This 

process occurs during later stages of 
stellar burning as a secondary process, 

responsible for about half of the 
elements heavier than iron. 

Get	neutrons	from:	
13C	+	4He	-->	16O	+	n	
22Ne	+	4He	-->	25Mg	+	n	



r-process flow



FRIB will help us understand the r-process path



A	neutron	star	is	about	the	same	size	as	the	Lansing	area,	
but	with	a	mass	comparable	to	that	of	the	sun.

Where can we get lots of neutrons? Neutron Stars!



Which of these objects has about the same mass as one 
cubic centimeter of neutron-star matter?

 (~ 109 g)   (~ 1012 g)   (~ 1015 g)





• Neutron	stars	in	binaries	spiral	towards	one	
another	through	gravitational	wave	emission	

• Eventually	tear	one	another	apart,	eject	a	little	
bit	of	material,	and	form	either	another	more	
massive	neutron	star	or	a	black	hole.	

• The	material	thrown	out	into	space	is	very	
neutron	rich,	can	undergo	rapid	neutron	capture	
process

Neutron	Star	Mergers



Advanced	LIGO

4	km

Two	years	ago	
GW170817!	

Also	saw	light	in	coincidence	with	the	
GWs	

which	was	strong	evidence	that	r-
process	nuclei	were	produced	in	the	

ejecta	



The Central Question of 
Nuclear Astrophysics:

How did the stuff our solar system and 
humans are made of come to be?

The Big Bang, Stars, Supernovae, Neutron star mergers…


